ATTN: Lt. EDWARD WALLACE, Whig, Charge

1. In response to suggestions discussed at the corn target symposium held at Waddy on 18 July 1968, SPECTRE is forwarding the following recommendations for a proposed new target, and for further collateral information.

2. SPECTRE is sending to WADDY via mail a dimensional sketch of two small mensuration targets which they would like to have placed in the present corn display, having the same contrast ratio and aligned in the same orientation as the T51/51 targets. These targets should be continuously displayed for both C and G programs, and other programs when requested.

3. Collateral information not presently furnished that would be useful to SPECTRE includes:

   a. A panoramic terrain view (photo) of displayed mensuration and resolution targets to document type of terrain on which targets are displayed (e.g., plowed fields, etc.).

   b. Tape measurements of any manmade objects (especially buildings) which can be identified from the air, within a

   c. Annotated sketch of photo identifying the objects and showing precisely that the above measurements refer to and their location with respect to the target site.